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INTRODUCTION
EVENT SUMMARY

EVENT
SUMMARY
The New Cities Foundation is a leading global platform for innovation and
exchange on the future of the urban world. Working with passion to create
more dynamic, sustainable, just and creative cities with a special focus on
rapidly urbanizing regions, the Foundation fosters urban innovations and
new partnerships among government, business, the research community
and civil society.
On October 26, 2012 the New Cities Foundation organized a body of experts
to discuss the future of cities and discuss the future of collaboration among
the gathered representatives from public, private and academic sectors.
The event included three expert panels, as well as workshops with the
participating New Cities Foundation and Ford Foundation members.
The objectives of the event were threefold:

1. T
 O ARRIVE AT A SET OF SHARED STRATEGIC GOALS, SUPPORTED BY AN UNDERSTANDING OF
WHERE ORGANIZATIONS ARE WORKING AND WHAT THEY ARE WORKING ON WITH RESPECT
TO THEIR CITIES INITIATIVES.
2. T
 O DEVELOP DEEPER PERSONAL WORKING RELATIONSHIPS AND EXPLORE NEW PARTNERSHIPS
IN AN INFORMAL SETTING.
3.TO RECORD AND CURATE THE NEW CITIES FOUNDATION’S UNDERSTANDING OF KEY INTEREST
AREAS AMONG ITS MEMBERS.

* Included in this document is the synthesis and outcomes of these collaborations.
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THE
MEMBER EVENT

INTRODUCTION
PANEL PRESENTATIONS

PANEL
PRESENTATIONS
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND URBAN
INFRASTRUCTURE

SHAPING
URBAN MOBILITY

URBAN CITIZENS
AND COMMUNITIES

PRESENTATIONS BY:
FROG, CARNEGIE MELLON, NASEEJ,
CLIMATE GROUP, CITY OF BOSTON

PRESENTATIONS BY:
ORANGE, ERICSSON, BOMBARDIER,
CITRIS, TOYOTA

PRESENTATIONS BY:
FORD FOUNDATION, PENN INSTITUTE
FOR URBAN RESEARCH, CITI, CISCO, NYU,
URBAN CHINA INITIATIVE

How can we mainstream the notion of

How do you see the relationship between private and public interests going

How can the city be more agile and

partnership and urban innovation in the
service of a better built environment and

forward? How can we move beyond the

better cities?

old paradigm of the city as a client?
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adaptive? How can it enable its
inhabitants to change it?

OVERARCHING
THEMES
Focused on understanding collaborative possibilities with both the New Cities Foundation as well as their industrial peers, certain themes emerged. These acted as pivot points
toward the goal of developing a strategy by which to deepen potential partnerships.

A SHIFT IN
PUBLIC-PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIP
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DATA AND RISK
MANAGEMENT

THE GOAL OF
EFFICIENCY

IDEAS AND
INNOVATIONS

THE MEMBER EVENT

A PARADIGM SHIFT IN
PUBLIC-PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIP
REDEFINING STAKEHOLDERS Breakout discussions and pan-

COMMUNICATION For cities to function as business partners,

elists alike discussed the need for more inclusivity in public

creating attractive relationships for private firms, increasing

policy design to reflect the voice given to everyday citizens

competitiveness for cities and fostering innovation, they must

by social media and increased connectivity. How can public

“remain flexible, but maintain a clear vision.” Which organiza-

organizations learn from the inclusionary methods used widely

tions (consultancies, universities and others) can facilitate this

in the private sector? How can the private sector provide the

balance and aid private firms in obtaining the type of organi-

public realm with tools for inclusion?

zation and vision they need to structure the most rewarding

LOGISTICS Representatives of private firms expressed frustra-

tion with the logistics of working with public clients, but struggled to imagine a private firm that would answer directly to
the public. How can the logistics of project design, implementation and management be rethought to streamline processes
while maintaining accountability? How can public processes
interlock neatly with private ones to create a more natural and
transparent relationship?
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partnerships?

THE MEMBER EVENT

DATA AND RISK
MANAGEMENT
MEASUREMENTS AND TRAJECTORIES, NOT MODELS

Various organizations stressed repeatedly that the amount of
data we have about the world in which we live—from social
trends and infrastructural durability to environmental factors
and evolving customer bases—is increasing rapidly both in size
and importance. Models are now insufficient; current data, often from indirect sources, must inform holistic understandings
of the future.
Breakout sessions discussed how the life of a person born today
in a Brazilian favela might differ from that of an individual
born 25 years ago; understanding these trajectories, rather
than merely modeling aspects of them, is a useful application
of the myriad of data available, and one that cities will need to
learn how to leverage to reduce risks.
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THE MEMBER EVENT

GOAL OF
EFFICIENCY
DEFINING EFFICIENCY Participants discussed the varying defini-

NEW FORMS OF COLLABORATION As cities refine learning

tions of efficiency across sectors and fields, and the hindrance

processes, intermediaries strive to bridge communication gaps

that the nebulousness of that definition poses to collaboration.

and private firms discover new opportunities for partnership, a

While public actors must consider hidden social costs, private

shift in partnership formats has begun to emerge.

firms lack the appropriate tools to account for those costs, creating a major challenge for partnerships. How can the public
sector quantify social costs to facilitate clearer transactions
with private firms, and how can all parties begin projects with
a clear, shared definition of efficiency?
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Questions such as “who owns the customer?” and “how can
we help urban leaders make the right decisions?” reflect the
increased connectivity between sectors that often seem disparate, and the growing push to re-imagine the processes and
structures through which they will interact.

THE MEMBER EVENT

IDEAS AND
INNOVATIONS
THE WORK AHEAD Participants proposed a wide variety of proj-

THE PROCESS The opportunity for a wide range of organi-

ects that could leverage collaboration for the accomplishment

zations to engage in a dialogue regarding their objectives

of concrete goals. Carnegie Mellon described the potential

provided a forum to discuss the mechanics of collaboration.

utility of an online digital library of best practices in urbanism,

Representatives of public, private and academic organizations

accompanied by pro-bono urban planning advisory panels.

identified their needs and resources with regards to the devel-

These project deliverables would perfectly serve the need iden-

opment of progressive urban policies, projects and programs.

tified by NASEEJ for clear aims and objectives within govern-

While universities can contribute intense reflection and thor-

ments, especially in the Middle East. NASEEJ envisioned New

ough research, they require the input of practitioners who best

Cities Foundation as the ideal voice for governments hoping to

understand the challenges faced in the field. Practitioners,

sharpen their urban development missions.

meanwhile, armed with field experience, need a clearer un-

Finally, the Climate Group focused on specific developments
in LED technology and their potential to provide large-scale

derstanding of the forces orchestrating change in each urban
environment from the public sector.

economic, social and environmental benefits to cities across

The private sector can combine this information with their

the globe as an example of the opportunities within the clean

global reach and, with the help of consulting firms and other

revolution.

linking organizations to bridge communication gaps, can develop urban practices with the highest potential.
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IDENTIFIED

Key questions by popular vote, using colored dots across
the day’s activities, meant to illustrate a basis for action
going forward.

WILL TECHNOLOGY ALLOW CITIZENS TO
INTERACT MORE EFFICIENTLY WITH CITIES?
WILL THIS MAKE DECISION MAKING MORE
FLEXIBLE AND EFFECTIVE?


HOW CAN THE ROLE OF PUBLIC SERVICE BE
BETTER UNDERSTOOD IN THE CONTEXT OF ACCELERATING INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT?
BIG DATA: HOW CAN IT BE HARNESSED MORE EFFECTIVELY?
HOW CAN IT BE SIMPLIFIED? HOW CAN IT BECOME MORE
ACCESSIBLE?
DOES IT MAKE SENSE TO DEVELOP AN ONLINE DIGITAL LIBRARY OF BEST
PRACTICES?
HOW CAN WE USE TRANSIT INVESTMENT TO REDUCE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
EXCLUSION OF LARGE URBAN POPULATIONS?
WHAT DOES “MODERNIZATION” MEAN FOR RAPIDLY GROWING CITIES WHOSE
ECONOMIES ARE TRANSITIONING BETWEEN INDUSTRIAL AND SERVICE-CENTERED
POSTURES?

WHAT IS THE RIGHT BALANCE OF PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND ACADEMIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF CITIES? HOW ARE OWNERSHIP CONCERNS ADDRESSED? WHAT ROLE CAN
TECHNOLOGY PLAY IN THEIR COLLABORATION?
CAN CITIES, INFRASTRUCTURE, SMART-GRID ENERGY, HOUSING, COMMUNICATION AND MOBILITY FIND
SYNERGY?

INQUIRY AND
EFFECT

BREAKOUT
EXERCISES
These sessions drove structured collaboration throughout the day, pivoting off of
the content presented in each panel session. The desire was to have each member
walk away with a sense that they have not only increased their perspective but in
fact have participated in identifying next steps with potential new partners.

1. DISCOVERY

2. ISSUES + NEEDS

3. PARTNERSHIP

KEY WORDS

KEY WORDS

KEY WORDS

Urban Infrastructure

Urban Mobility

Urban Citizens, Community
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INQUIRY AND EFFECT
BREAKOUT ONE: DISCOVERY

BREAKOUT ONE:
DISCOVERY
URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE
This session encouraged participants to find out what
their industry peers know, what they’d like to learn and
to identify challenges that they may be mutually interested in solving. The primary goal was to expose affinities.
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QUESTION

How can we develope replicable solutions despite,
and for, the unique nature of cities and societies?

Face-to-face and
electronic platforms
for inclusionary decision-making need
to be developed.

 Create metrics
to measure city
success

 Provide relevant
analytics to daily
life and people’s
understandings of
urban problems.

INFORMATION +
ANALYTICS

+



Effective
development and
management of
projects should
focus on inclusivity.

INCLUSION
Devolution of
authority from planning boards to the
community, especially with regards to project prioritization and
general budgeting.


 Leverage big
data (+ teach
cities how to,
too!)

INFORMATION +
INCLUSION WILL:
1. Create socio-political agreement
– between public, civic, and
popular forces – that will permit
successful PPPs.
2. Identify public expectations regarding government responsibilities
3. Assure demand driven development
4. F
 acilitate efficient capital allocation
5. C
 reate nodes of innovation within
cities and collaborative innovation
between cities.
6. D
 ecrease risk for cities who are
often dependent on public opinion
and need aggregated data
15

THEN,
PPPs CAN:
1. C
 onvert social/environmental costs to the balance sheet
2. L
 everage market for infrastructure development
3. Address ownership concerns through deference
to role of government as
defined by public
4. U
 se baselines set by
central government to
limit variability between
co-national cities.

SO THAT CITIES CAN
LEARN.
1. C
 ities learn through demonstration and implementation
2. Cooperative implementation
can be achieved through joint
pilots of appropriate scale
(large enough to be convincing
and small enough to minimize
risk)
3. C
 ooperative efforts should
leverage existing organizations (New Cities Foundation,
C40, etc) as intermediaries.
4. B
 etter cooperation will highlight best practices regarding
processes in cities and lead to
duplicable outcomes as well.

INQUIRY AND EFFECT
BREAKOUT TWO: ISSUES & NEEDS

BREAKOUT TWO:
ISSUES+NEEDS
URBAN MOBILITY
The aim of this session was to have participants understand opportunities that exist within the community of
“urbaneers” and what might be done, collectively, to help
realize them. The goal was to surface potential areas for
collaboration.
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INVESTIGATION

Improving the definition of strategic planning by including
more actors and re-framing processes, focused especially
on transportation, cooperation, big data and inclusion.

TRANSPORTATION
How can transportation
infrastructure be leveraged
in new ways for the benefit
of the city?

Combine a visionary
outlook from the city
with the opportunistic
nature of the private
sector to inform longterm transit solutions
and capture revenue
streams.

Design transportation
that provides access
to marginalized communities, increasing
opportunities for business and connects the
city in new ways.

INCLUSION
What elements
of inclusion can
the private sector
tackle to ensure
sustainability?

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Businesses can
employ the data they
have about all segments
of society to examine
their effect on equitable
development, identify
gaps and seize
opportunities.

BIG DATA
How can business planners
and city planners, alike,
harness big data most effectively?
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COOPERATION

New definitions of

The private sector must
begin to utilize big data to
make their case to cities
about development challenges, goals and options.
The neutrality of this data
can maximize resilience
in the face of political
shifts.

How can cities better work with the
private sector to address public sector
needs?

INQUIRY AND EFFECT
BREAKOUT THREE: PARTNERSHIP

BREAKOUT THREE:
PARTNERSHIP
URBAN CITIZENS, COMMUNITY
The final breakout session sought to build upon the aggregate knowledge gained throughout the day and allow
participants to begin synthesizing their discoveries and
connections into tangible representations of a potential
task force network. The goal was to identify what people
or organizations within this community might help their
team with specific challenges.
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INVESTIGATION

Arriving at a mutual set of best practices was a common
touch point across a diverse network of key initiatives and
supporting actors.

Utilities

Industry
Jobs

Shared
Vision
PR/Comm
(to help market +
disseminate Visions
+ Results and Paradigms
to broader audiences

Market
research

Governments
provide land

Development

Legislation

Finance

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

Education via
City-to-City visits

More
hybrid
collaborations

Educated
Trusted
Knowledge
Broker

Stakeholder
engagement

Media

NCF
facilitation

Legislations

Leadership
Standards

Governance
Best
practices

Planning

DISTILLATION
ADAPTATION +
ADOPTION OF
BEST
PRACTICES

E
A SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT
SYSTEM

EFFECTIVE
CITIZEN-CITY
ENGAGEMENT

PR/Comms
Publicis

Private
Sector

Public
health

Physical
Design
Firms

City CIO /

Vested
interests
Metrics

Transparency +
access to City
assetts (eg. data)

Regulatory
interests
Thinktanks/
Higher Education
+ Research

CREATION +
MAINTENANCE
OF LONG-TERM
CITY PLANS
Public
Sector

Private
Sector
PR/Comm
firms to educate
+ communicate

Do/Thinktanks

Public mandate /
referendum
establishing
Program & Priorities
(Tough Targets +
Dates Certain)
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Universities

Public
Sector

Developers
Festival +
Prototyping

NEXT
STEPS

NEXT
STEPS
This first New Cities Foundation Members’ Event invited
a broad range of actors to the table to discuss a myriad of
complex questions related to improving the quality of life
in cities and to begin the problem-solving process. This
event, of course, was only the beginning of a longer
conversation regarding the future of cities and the role
that each organization represented will play in urban
progress. The Foundation encourages each participant to
reflect on how the variety of organizations assembled can
continue cooperating and innovating to solve the
challenges that lie ahead.
The main message we would like to leave you with is to
please start… and please start together. We invite you to
reach out to the contacts you made at the event—be they
across industries or across sectors, new and creative
connections will be essential to finding solutions. We
encourage you to re-frame the questions and proposed
actions from this event in terms of your own sector and
expertise: how can you contribute to, and benefit from,
these opportunities?
Finally, the Foundation welcomes your thoughts on how
we can continue to facilitate productive interactions
between industries, sectors and thought leaders to
unlock heretofore unimagined solutions for cities around
the globe.
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